Basel 2030: The Climate Justice Initiative

With Axel Schubert (FHNW & Basel 2030) and Lisa Cronjäger (University of Basel)

In 2022 the citizens of Basel will decide about the Climate Justice Initiative (Klimagerechtigkeitsinitiative) Basel 2030. But what does climate justice actually mean?

In this talk, we look at how the initiative strives both for a reliable plan to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions in Basel and for the implementation of climate justice principles in the cantonal constitution. City planner Axel Schubert presents the reasons why the initiative is of the utmost importance in today’s environmental context by referring to current reports on the climate crisis. Cultural historian Lisa Cronjäger gives an insight into the history of “climate justice” and asks what this concept – that so many movements and NGOs build on – could mean for us in Basel. How can we contribute to the necessary global transformation of society on the level of our city? How can students, Uni Basel and FHNW members be part of this process?

When? November 4th, 7.00pm
Where? Kollegienhaus, Room 001
More Info: https://www.basel2030.ch